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spearphishing has grown to become one of the most serious and
influential security threats [15]. As reported by FBI [46], billions
of dollars have been lost due to spearphishing attacks in recent
years. Adversaries were also found to spread malware [7] as well
as interfering in political elections [61] through spearphishing.
As a highly profitable attack, a wide variety of communication
channels have been known to be abused by spearphishing, including email [25, 26], telephony [38, 59] and even social media platform [52, 55]. However, recently, it has been observed that Short
Message Service (SMS) is also being used to spread spearphishing
attacks [43, 66], which has caused serious financial losses and become an emerging serious security threat. As shown in the two
examples of Figure 1, adversaries would embed leaked personal
information of victims (shown in bold text) into short messages
to attract their attention, and lure victims to click on URLs or call
other contacts (shown as underlined text) for subsequent scams.
Compared with other channels, the widespread usage of cellphone
contacts increases the chances of attackers obtaining related personal information of victims and then defraud them. However, this
threat has not received enough attention from the security community and our understanding of it is quite limited.

ABSTRACT
Although spearphishing is a well-known security issue and has
been widely researched, it is still an evolving threat with emerging
forms. In recent years, Short Message Service (SMS) has been revealed as a new distribution channel for spearphishing messages,
which already has caused a serious impact in the real world, but has
not yet attracted enough attention from the academic community.
In this paper, we report the first systemic study to spotlight this
emerging threat, SMS spearphishing attack. Through cooperating
with a leading security vendor, we obtain 31M real-world spam messages that span three months. We design and implement a novel
NLP-based detection algorithm, and uncover 90,801 spearphishing messages on the entire dataset. And then, a large-scale measurement was performed on the detected messages to reveal and
understand the characteristics of SMS spearphishing attack. Our
findings are multi-fold. We discover that SMS spearphishing has a
significant negative impact on the real-world, and a large number
of victims have been affected. And the distribution of active illicit
types between spearphishing message and common spam is quite
inconsistent. At the micro-level, to evade detection and increase the
probability of success, adversary campaigns have evolved a set of
sophisticated strategies. Our research highlights the impact of SMS
spearphishing attack is prominent. We call on different community
to work together to mitigate this emerging security threat.
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INTRODUCTION

with fraudulent content To increase success rates, spearphishing
attackers tend to collect and exploit as much personal information
as possible from victims. Then they carefully construct customized
and deceptive content to disguise as trustworthy entities. In contrast
to bulk spamming, victims are more likely to be attracted, confused
and then deceived by spearphishing attacks. Over the past decade,

Figure 1: Examples of SMS spearphishing attacks.
Prior work. Previous research has gained a suite of key features to
identify spearphishing activities, such as automated account registration (in social platform) [55] and sender spoofing (in email) [11,
25, 26]. However, the format of SMS is much less rich than social
platforms (e.g., limited text length, no hashtags) and emails (e.g.,
no attachments, no headers), thus complex clustering and NLP semantic analysis are not applicable. As for SMS analysis, existing
works focus on detecting spam messages through template-based
clustering [4, 13, 22], topic analysis [36] and sending behaviors [32].
However, these methods are all aimed at common spam and can
not distinguish the “high-risk” spearphishing attacks from them.
Therefore, detecting and characterizing SMS spearphishing attacks
is by no means a trivial task.
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Research questions. In this paper, we report the first systematic
study on SMS spearphishing attacks to answer a set of questions
that are critical to understanding its security risks, including: What
are the characteristics of SMS spearphishing attacks? How many endusers witness spearphishing SMS? Have the adversary campaigns
evolved into sophisticated strategies? And finally, how to mitigate this
emerging threat?
Our study. To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available dataset for SMS spearphishing analysis. We made this study
possible by cooperating with 360 Mobile Safe, a leading security
application with millions of monthly active users in China [10].
The application is developed for the android platform and provides
spam detection functions. It collected 31.97 million fraudulent spam
message detection logs in three months, and provided this dataset
to us as the basis for our research. We then manually identified
1,196 spearphishing messages as ground-truth by inspecting 50,000
randomly selected messages. The labeling process was also assisted
by senior security experts, which is the first and essential step in
this study.
To propose a scalable detection scheme, we conducted an empirical study leveraging the above dataset and gained three key
observations of spearphishing SMS, including luring information,
exploiting payloads and fixed syntactic. Then a novel detection system was proposed based on the above observations with a precision of 96.16% on the labeled dataset. We then ran this system on
the entire fraudulent message dataset, and found a total of 90,801
SMS spearphishing messages. We also developed a learning-based
multi-classifier that can accurately classify a spearphishing message into nice business categories. Based on the above processing,
we also conducted a comprehensive measurement study of the SMS
spearphishing ecosystem, to recover and characterize the crime
scene of this emerging security threat.
Measurement findings. Our discoveries of measurement are
multi-faceted, and we highlight a few major findings here. First,
as the realistic impact, our measurement results show that at least
24,346 victims were suffered from SMS spearphishing attacks during the three-month data collection period. In addition to the Names
of victims, we found four other types of personal information, including“Flight Info”, “License Plate”, “Bank Card” and “ID Number”
was also leaked and exploited to construct spearphishing messages.
At a macro-level, SMS spearphishing attacks behave unique features compared to spamming activities in other fields. Driven by
profit, “Financial Scam” (40.86%) was the most active business in
SMS spearphishing. We also observed two emerging categories
of messages, “Lawsuit Scam” (27.11%) and “Fortune-telling Scam”
(14.43%), which are novel businesses that have never been discussed
in existing spamming analysis work. Furthermore, the working
hours of attackers differ across various categories, e.g., Financial
Scams tend to be active during weekdays and working hours, while
Fortune-telling Scams mainly occur at night. Besides, for the infrastructures of this attack, we find that several well-known SMS
gateways are extensively abused for distributing spearphishing
messages due to their low cost and ease-of-use natures.
At the micro-level, we further explore the behaviors and strategies of attackers by grouping spearphishing messages into 11,475
campaigns. Based on the campaign-level analysis, we find several

Figure 2: The threat model of SMS Spearphishing Attack.
specific spearphishing businesses exhibit oligopolistic characteristics, i.e., a few campaigns dominate the major market share. We
also discover that, to evade the detection and increase the probability of success, four strategies of spearphishing attackers are
developed, including: (1) testing-sending; (2) progressive deception;
(3) multi-semantic evasion; and (4) global affair integration. Our
research is the first to reveal the above strategies, which could help
the community to better understand the SMS spearphishing attacks
and provide assistance in the mitigation.
Overall, our research not only spotlights the emerging security
threats to SMS spearphishing attacks, but also provides in-depth
insights to help understand and mitigate the threat.
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BACKGROUND

Spam SMS typically refers to unwanted or unsolicited messages
received by mobile phone users via Short Messaging Service (SMS).
Previous researches demonstrated that, Spam SMS could be generated through various channels, including fake base stations [33, 47,
73] or SMS Gateways [48, 49], and are primarily associated with
illegal promotion or malware distribution [14, 22, 40, 70].
Although several works have been devoted to detecting and analyzing the spam SMS ecosystem [36, 48, 49, 73], adversaries are
also constantly evolving and new threats are emerging in this field.
This study focuses on one of the most insidious threats, SMS-based
spearphishing attacks. The adversary crafts a specifically targeted
short messages with fraudulent content to trick the victim into
performing a dangerous action. This selective targeting and motivation differentiate SMS spearphishing attacks (our research) from
common Spam SMS, which is generally sent in an undifferentiated
bulk manner. One may also refer this attack to spearphishing in
emails, while it is worth noting one fundamental difference between them: the preparatory information required for attackers to
construct targeted fraudulent content. Specifically, an email address
naturally implies some information of a “username”, which could
be used directly to construct deceptive content (e.g., a fraudulent
email starting with “Hi, username”). However, the same facility
could not be offered by phone-number. Therefore, a spearphishing
email attacker can carry out a targeted scam simply by getting
the victim’s email address. While for speraphishing SMS attackers,
the collection of meaningful PIIs (personal identifier information)
besides phone-numbers, such as the victims’ Name and ID number,
becomes an extra prerequisite. The personal information may require additional stealing operations, or be obtained from existing
leaked database.
Threat Model. Based on the above analysis, we could summarise
the threat model of spearphishing SMS as Figure 2. Assume that
Mallory is the attacker, who tries to fool a targeted victim, Alice,
2

through targeted deceptive SMS content, and then exploits the trust
to induce Alice to perform dangerous actions. The attack process
could be divided into two phases, “luring” and “exploiting”.
During the luring phase, Mallory is required to gain Alice’s trust,
i.e., preparing to frame sufficiently deceptive fraudulent messages.
To achieve this, Mallory would first extensively collect Alice’s personal information, such as the Phone-Name pair(and possibly other
PIIs, e.g. ID card), and then disguise Alice as a trusted entity by
crafting and sending fraud SMS messages embedded with Alice’s
PIIs.
In addition to constructing targeted content to gain Alice’s trust,
Mallory would also embed malicious payloads into the SMS content
to trick Alice into executing them for tangible profit, which is
termed as the exploiting phase. Specifically, this process happens
after Alice is scammed by the carefully crafted fraudulent content.
Then, Alice will execute various types of embedded payloads in
the text, i.e., several follow-up contacts that trigger subsequent
fraudulent activity, including: (1) clicking on URLs that distribute
malware or steal credentials, and (2) triggering out-of-band actions
(e.g., wiring money or making phone calls).
In other words, we focus on attacks where attackers harvest largescale victims’ personal information and craft fraudulent spearphishing short messages to masquerading as trusted entities.
Research goal. To perform the first exploration of the spearphishing SMS ecosystem, one prerequisite is obtaining a real-world
dataset as the research basis. Perhaps the most ideal way is that,
we as the researchers to design and deploy one detector operating
on real-world clients that distinguish spearphishing SMS from legitimate ones directly. However, it is not considered in this work
for ethical reasons. Directly detecting spearphishing requires the
researchers to monitor, read, and process all the SMS data received
by real users. It meanwhile inevitably exposes the researchers to
legitimate SMS messages, which may contain sensitive information,
and thus poses serious privacy risks.
Therefore, we chose to “obtain a sound dataset” rather than “design a perfect detector”. As the message content of spearphishing
SMS is fraudulent, which also falls into the general scope of spam
SMS, we decided to work with a mobile security vendor. The security application of this vendor has deployed the spam SMS detection
module on mobile clients and accumulated a real-world spam SMS
dataset with well scale and coverage. We then collect the research
dataset by further detecting spearphishing out of the already discovered spam pool. We acknowledge that, the attacks we identified
may be limited by the view scope of the security application. However, it is a practical solution to balance the ethics and usability,
which is adequate to give a first glimpse of the spearphishing SMS
ecosystem. Considering currently known spearphishing SMS are
basically user-reported cases, our automated approach will serve
as a valuable improvement. Besides, the findings of this work are
also expected to help design a more integrated detection system in
the future.

3

3.1

Data Collection Process

360 Mobile Safe is a mobile security application in China. It is
available for all versions of the Android platform, and mainly serves
Chinese users [41]. Currently, it is promoting on most popular app
stores, but not on Google Play as Google is blocked in China.
To prevent end-users from being harassed by spamming, 360
Mobile Safe provides the functionality to detect and filter spam
messages. More specifically, once a message is received, it extracts
the message content and sender information, and then a local SVM
classifier and an online deep learning system work together to
identify spam behaviors based on the information collected. If a
message is detected as spam, it would be transferred into Spam
Inbox, and the user will receive a pop-up notification. It should be
noticed that the end-user still has the right to manually recover the
message, if one message “looks safe”.
Furthermore, to help the software improve detection algorithm
and capture spam campaigns for law enforcement agencies, a spam
detection log would be generated and uploaded to cloud servers for
further security analysis. As for the detection log, it contains not
only the message content and sender information, but also timestamp, city location, and hashed International Mobile Equipment
Identity (IMEI) and International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI)
by the SHA256 algorithm (to protect user privacy).
For this work, our industry partner provided us with all the spam
detection logs, except for spam classified as commercial marketing
promotion with two considerations. The first one is to protect user
privacy, as the percentage of commercial promotion is significantly
high (>99% of all spam logs), it may leak sensitive information of
users, such as browsing habits. Second, SMS spearphishing attacks
are less likely to appear in marketing messages. However, other
fraudulent messages are commonly used to launch malicious activities, such as phishing and illegal promotion. Therefore, their
related data can be shared with researchers for security analysis.
Totally, we collected three months spam detection log from December 28, 2019 to March 25, 2020, containing 31,956,437 fraudulent messages, and covering all provinces in China.
Limitation of Dataset. Although we tried to make this study as
comprehensive as possible, there are still some limitations here.
First, our dataset is collected from a mobile application in China,
so it may have a geographical bias due to the user distribution.
However, the long-term large user base of our industry partner
and millions of monthly active users of 360 Mobile Safe make a
very comprehensive national coverage. Therefore, the collected
dataset could be comprehensive enough for a country-level study.
Second, to protect user’s sensitive information, we only collect
the spam detection logs which are not identified as commercial
marketing promotion. SMS spearphishing attacks are less likely
to appear in marketing messages, based on the studies on the nature of spearphishing attacks via other channels [11, 25, 26, 55].
So the SMS spearphishing attacks we detected are representative.
Dataset collection in previous works only focuses on the common
spam SMS [48] and spearphishing attacks via other channels, e.g.
email [11, 26]. To the best of our knowledge, our dataset is the first
one from which we can detect considerable SMS spearphishing
attacks.

DATASETS

In collaboration with 360 Mobile Safe [1], we performed a datadriven study to explore spearphishing attacks through SMS. In this
section, we will elaborate on the details and ethical considerations
of data collection.
3

3.2

Investigators accessed the data as interns. All data are not allowed
to be copied to external networks.
In summary, we have employed a set of best practices to mitigate
potential ethical concerns. And we believe the beneficence of the
first spotlight on SMS spearphishing attack and further understanding of this threat outweigh its potential ethical risks.

Ethical Considerations

The nature of our research, i.e., detecting SMS spearphishing attacks
embedded with personally identifiable information (PII), dictates
the challenges we must face when dealing with sensitive datasets.
As Institutional Review Board (IRB) has rarely been established in
Chinese research institutions yet, we were unable to obtain an IRB
approval. Nevertheless, we take the utmost effort to complement
the review function of IRB. Specifically, the entire study was conducted during the researchers’ internship within that company. All
their operations, including data collection, data analysis and data
storage, complied with the ethical requirements in the cooperation
agreement. And the entire data processing steps were supervised
by the company’s legal committee. In addition, we carefully adhere to ethical guidelines for cybersecurity research, including the
recommendations from Partridge and Allman [3], and the Menlo
Report [16]. Below we discuss the ethical considerations in detail
before presenting our methodology.
Data Collection. (1) The collection of spam detection logs is dominated by our industrial partner. The entire process has proven to be
in strict compliance with the data privacy policies of the 360 Mobile
Safe legal committee, and is subject to their oversight; (2) When
installing the security application, users receive a consent [51]
form that details what types of data would be collected, how their
privacy would be protected and the usages of the collected data.
Specifically, it also clearly states that the data could be provided to
research institutions for academic usages. Meanwhile, one necessary condition is, all published academic results must ensure that
no sensitive information would be released. In this work, we take
adequate anonymization effort and avoid making any potentially
sensitive analysis. We believe it satisfies the condition of academic
data usage as stated in the user consent. Besides, users are also
informed of the benefits and potential risks of turning on spam
detection, and then voluntarily decide whether to join in and have
the right to opt-out at any time.
Data Analysis. During the data analysis process, we work closely
with professional lawyers to ensure that each step is legal. We also
tried our best to balance the beneficence of experiments and the
potential risks. (1) We took much effort with our industrial partner
on dataset anonymization. First, all the device-related identifiers,
including the IMSI(unique identifier of SIM Card) and IMEI (unique
identifier of Mobile Equipment) of mobile phone users, were hashed
before being provided to us. Then, through a manual inspection
on a small dataset in empirical study, we found several types of
victims’ PIIs could be embedded in the message content, such as
victims’ Name, ID Numbers and Flight Information. Then, regular
expressions were built to detect and replace these PIIs with hashes
by scripts (see Section 4.1 for details). It ensures that the researchers
would not be exposed to sensitive information as much as possible;
(2) We signed a cooperation agreement with the security vendor to
ensure the data processing is completed on the company’s virtual
environment and all the data is kept confidential; (3) We also doublechecked the measurement findings published in this paper, to ensure
that no personal information was inadvertently disclosed.
Data Storage. All the detection logs are stored on confidential
servers within the industrial company with security reinforcements.
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METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first present an empirical study of manually labeling and inspecting ground-truth dataset as a guideline. Then, leveraging three insights gained from the empirical study, we propose a
detection system that is able to detect SMS spearphishing attack
from fraudulent messages. An overview of the system architecture,
implementation details and evaluation results are elaborated in the
following subsections.

4.1

Empirical Study

Ground-truth dataset. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
public dataset available for SMS spearphishing attack. Therefore,
we bootstrap our study by inspecting a huge number of fraudulent
SMS collected by 360 Mobile Safe, and manually label spearphishing
messages to create the ground-truth dataset.
We randomly selected 50,000 fraudulent messages from the entire
dataset assembled a labeling team of two investigators. To establish
consensus among members, we first sampled a set of 5,000 messages
(10%) for the investigators to label independently, and reached an
agreement score of 89.30%. Following, a senior mobile security
expert was invited to review and discuss the inconsistencies results
with our team. During this process, a set of empirical guidelines
were summarized to distinguish SMS spearphishing attacks from
regular spam messages. After review, all conflicts in the first round
labeling were resolved, and no inconsistent results appeared for
the labeling of the remaining 90% messages.
In total, we labeled 1,196 messages (2.39% of 50,000) as spearphishing and regarded this dataset as ground-truth. To factorize business
types of spearphishing attacks, we also provide an empirical multiclassification of messages, which will be described in Sec 4.3.
Key observations. Traditional detection mechanisms of spearphishing attacks (e.g., email) are effective when they behave spoofing or
‘phishy’ emotion [11, 69] identified by Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tools. However, in our case, those approaches are not effective. The most significant challenge is that the length of SMS text is
too short, which may lead to unpredictable errors in conventional
NLP topic modeling and sentiment analysis [53, 62]. As such, new
features are needed to distinguish spearphishing SMS attacks in the
context of spamming. We discover three key observations through
empirical analysis of ground-truth, which can help to build the
detection system, as elaborated below.
• “Luring”: Personal information of victims. To make victims
feel trustworthy or familiar, we observed that all spearphishing messages were customized by the victim’s Name (or Last
Name). In several special scenarios, Flight Information, Plate
Number, Bank Card Number and ID Card Number were even
included to enhance the allure.
• “Exploiting”: Out-of-band contacts of attackers. From the view
of the attacker, it is unprofitable to simply spread unsolicited
information. An adversary must embed at least one followup contact (e.g., click on URLs, contact with social accounts)
4

to carry out subsequent fraudulent activity. One may argue
the need to embed contact in the message since the sender of
the message is a natural contact to call back. However, it is
more costly for attackers to scam by calling back directly [59]
as it requires maintaining a fixed contact device and serving
real-time human interaction on it all the time.
• “Syntactic”: Syntactic relationship of personal pronouns. However, the above two features alone cannot accurately distinguish SMS spearphishing attacks from illegal promotions.
Since some attackers may also embed their Names in messages, as the bottom case shown in Figure 4. Therefore, we
need not only to identify the embedded personal information, but also to determine whether it belongs to the victim.
Fortunately, we observe that the texts of spearphishing messages are often crafted in the tone of a conversation between
the attacker and the victim, while the attacker is always the
initiator. With the help of syntactic analysis in NLP, we find
a difference between attacker and victim in the syntactic
structures of their pronouns.

personal information and contacts. Subsequently, the text with
labeled entities is forwarded to the Syntactic Parsing module, which
distinguishes the attribution of extracted personal information. If
the personal information belongs to the victim, the message will be
marked as a spearphishing message. Otherwise, the message will
be considered as regular promotion (labeled as “common spam”).
Step I: Data Pre-Processing. During the empirical study, we
observe that attackers often utilize text obfuscation to bypass detection mechanisms. As NLP techniques are generally suitable for
well-written text, the obfuscated and ungrammatical content, i.e.,
adversarial text, may significantly reduce the effectiveness and reliability of NLP tools [27, 30, 75]. Therefore, it is necessary to “sanitize”
the text content of fraudulent messages before forwarding them to
the next module.
Specifically, as the first step, we summarized the most popular
obfuscation methods by examining ground-truth dataset: mixed
text with special characters. For example, punctuation from different languages could be mixed, especially between Chinese and
English, e.g. the dot “.” in domain names could be replaced by “。”
or “·”, and the “:” in a URL could be replaced by “：”. To solve
this issue, we removed all redundant spaces and special characters
by comparing them with the public character list [24]. Also, digits
could be replaced by characters that are visually similar to them,
e.g. digit “1” and letter “l”, and digit “0” and letter “O”. Inspired
by previous works [31, 75] on adversarial text, we replaced these
characters with common morph combinations.
In addition, we also observed that illegal promoters create a
jargon term (“black keywords") to disguise transactions. Black keywords are often unfriendly to outsiders, distorting the original
meaning of common terms or tweaking other black keywords. For
example, “微信” (Wechat) can be replaced by “徽信” which looks
similar but is not an existing word in Chinese. Since existing name
entity recognition systems are most domain-specific, it is difficult
to properly adapt and label these specialized terms. To address this
issue, we note that a previous research collected and built a list
of jargon words for the Chinese underground economy [68]. In
order to reduce the errors introduced by these “black keywords",
we extend Yang’s jargon list based on the observation of empirical
study, resulting in 4,718 jargon words. Then we replace the jargon
terms in the list with a fixed word “JARGON".
Step II: Entity Recognition. Recall our observation obtained from
the empirical study that SMS spearphishing attacks must include
luring information and exploiting payloads. In the following procedure, we attempt to identify the customized personal information
and out-of-band contacts contained in suspicious messages by entity recognition.
Based on the examination of ground-truth, we treat five types of
“victim’s personal information”, including Name, ID Number, Flight
Information, License Plate Number and Bank Card Number, as PIIs.
These PIIs need to be both identified as the luring information for
spearphishing detection and anonymized for privacy concerns. As
discussed in Section 3.2 and 4.1, we recognize human names by
NER through a open-source tool, HanLP 2.0 [24], which has a well
adaptability to Chinese text. And we built regular expressions to
extract the other four PIIs. The recognization and anonymization
process was automated by scripts we built. Using the scripts, our
industrial partner helped, i.e., identifying and then replacing all

Anonymization. By manually inspecting the raw data of 1,196
labeled spearphishing SMS, we found 5 types of PIIs could be embedded in the message content, as shown in Table 4. For privacy
reasons, these PIIs should also be anonymized, and we take this
anonymization as a necessary step in the data processing workflow of this work (as part of Step II Entity Recognition, see
Section 4.2). Specifically, Name of the victim could be identified by
Name Entity Recognition (NER) and then be replaced by hashes
directly. Although the other four types of PII are not typical “Entity”
in Natural Language Processing (NLP), they have certain string formats which could be identified by regular matching. We manually
built the specific regular expression for each type of the four PIIs,
as examples presented in the last column of Table 4. Our industry
partner then helped detect and replace all these PIIs with hashes
on the entire dataset, using scripts we built based on NER and the
above regular expressions. Afterwards, the sufficiently anonymized
dataset was re-provided to us for subsequent data processing and
analysis.

4.2

System Design and Implementation

Design Overview. Inspired by the three observations gained from
the empirical study, we are able to design a detection system.
This system aims to accurately identify SMS spearphishing attacks
through collaborating with a mobile security application that detects unsolicited messages at the client-side.

Figure 3: Overview of the detection system.
Figure 3 abstracts the system workflow. As the first step, the
system extracts necessary fields from spam detection logs, and
tries to process obfuscated text. The pre-processed text goes to
the Entity Recognition module, which attempts to find customized
5

Table 1: Categories of spam messages.

the PIIs with their hashes. We believe this step could minimize
potential harm and ensures that this research is ethically sound.
In addition, we also extracted the embedded contacts of fraudsters in the messages for follow-up communications with victims.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, embedded contacts are also a key feature of a spearphishing message. We design and implement regular
expressions to detect and extract several of the most commonly used
contacts, such as Phone Number (Cellphone, Phone and Hotline),
URL/Domain, Wechat and QQ (two of the largest social platforms
in China).
To sum up, suspicious messages containing both the victim’s
personal information and attacker’s contact would be forwarded to
the next module.

Volume in
Volume in
Volume in
Labeled dataset Common SMS Spearphishing SMS
Financial Scam
1,943
2,583,017
24,668
Lawsuit Scam
2,206
2,452,277
13,124
Social Scam
271
672,853
2,608
Employment Scam
1,019
1,244,083
10,620
Insurance Scam
86
93,670
739
Fortune-telling Scam
1,363
1,226,959
15,500
Gambling Phishing
1,918
15,598,262
16,319
Promotional Spam
1,263
5,775,055
6,201
Other
330
2,310,261
1,022
ALL
10,399
31,956,437
90,801
Category

Table 2: Detected information of spearphishing spam SMS.
Victim’s Information
Entity
Record Content
Name
90,801
71,655
Flight
883
10
License Plate
571
536
ID Card
17
13
Bank Card
1
1

Labeled Dataset. At this step, we randomly selected 15,000 samples from the entire dataset, and 10,399 messages are kept after
data deduplication. Two members labeled them independently according to nine pre-defined categories, which were delineated with
reference to several published technical reports [44, 50] and papers [48]. In the first round, the agreement score is 98.24%, and
then we also discussed with a senior security expert to solve 183
conflicts. After review and discussion, we gave each conflict a unanimous agreement label. The volumes of each category are shown
in Table 1, with the Lawsuit Scam accounting for the most in the
labeled dataset.
Multi-classifier Models. In our study, 10,399 messages with consistent label were considered as the labeled dataset (for business
classifier), under nine categories. We tried two popular methods
of word embedding to get the vector representation, including
Word2Vec [29] and TF-IDF[58]. Then we applied five popular machine learning models for text classification [28]. Leveraging our
labeled dataset, Table 5 shows the performance of all text classification models with different embedding ways.
In the end, we find that the combination of Word2Vec and logistic
regression model[21] performs the best (average F1-score 93.41%).
Therefore, we employ it to categorize all other messages.

Figure 4: Examples of syntactic parsing on spearphishing
and promotion messages1 .
Step III: Syntactic Parsing. Syntactic analysis is able to examine
the syntax dependency in a given sentence, which is one of the most
important technologies in the NLP research field. In this module, we
utilize syntactic parsing to examine the ownership of the extracted
PII entities. As discussed in Section 4.1, one of our key observations
is that, a Name belonging to the victim differs in syntax features
from the one belonging to the attacker. Since SMS spearphishing
texts are often sent in a tone of the conversation between the
attacker and the victim, in which attacker is the initiator and victim
is the recipient. From the perspective of syntactic analysis, we
found that names of victims commonly meet the following two
relationships with its personal pronouns: Subject-verb relationship
and Attributive modification. As supporting evidence, Figure 4
shows an example of a spearphishing message with the Subjectverb relationship. By contrast, a common promotional message
doesn’t embed the victim’s PII. The self-introducing phrase shows
the Verb-object relationship with its personal pronouns, which is
different from the relationship of victim’s.
As a result, after extracting personal information, we leverage
the syntactic parsing function of HanLP [24] to check the syntax
dependency. Only the SMS message that matches the above two
kinds of relationships would be regarded as spearphishing attack.
Otherwise, the messages are still considered as regular fraudulent
spamming.

4.3

4.4

Evaluation Results

We implemented the detection system on the entire collected dataset
and detected 90,801 (71,655 deduplicated message content) spearphishing messages. The detailed detection results are shown in Table 2,
and representative examples for each category of spearphishing
messages could be seen in Appendix ??. Here, we discuss the evaluation results of our detection system and category classifier.
Effectiveness of Detection System. As for the ground-truth
dataset (1,196 messages), 937 of them were correctly detected, with
36 false positives (precision 96.16%) and 292 false negatives (recall
75.33%). We randomly sampled 200 spearphishing messages and
manually checked, with only 8 false positives. According to other
works’ evaluation [25, 73], the precision in the sample set, 96%,

Classifying Business Categories

To perform a large-scale measurement study and understand the
ecosystem of SMS spearphishing attack, we need to classify the
business types of spearphishing content. Due to the lack of public
labeled datasets, we first created a self-labeled dataset, and then
trained a machine-learning model to construct the multi-classifier.
1 The

Spammer’s Contacts
Entity
Record Content
URL
58,968
45,935
CellPhone 13,158
11,169
Hotline
3,922
2,627
Phone
3,419
1,882
QQ
11,959
9,599
WeChat
5,215
4,359

examples are translated from Chinese messages.
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combined with the precision in the ground-truth dataset, can represent the precision on the whole detected spearphishing messages,
due to the randomness of sampling.
We manually checked the detection errors and found that the
low recall rate is mainly limited by the performance of the entity
recognition algorithm. Due to the domain-specific in spam content
and the specificity of Chinese language, it is known that opensource NLP tools are difficult to achieve the desired performance[34,
74]. And until now, there have been no sophisticated solutions to
this problem. We acknowledge that the recall rate of our detection
system is not perfect, which means that our detection results are
only the lower bound of actual SMS spearphishing attacks.
Category Classification Result. For the multi-classifier, the precision is 93.46% and recall is 93.47% on the labeled dataset. From the
confusion matrix, we find most categories could be classified accurately with precision over 86%, except for “Other” and “Promotional
Spam”. Manual inspection of these two categories showed that, the
main reason for misclassification was that the length of several
messages is too short to extract semantics. However, these two
categories are relatively least malicious among all spearphishing
businesses, that we rarely focus on in the subsequent measurement
analysis. Thus, we consider that the performance provides reliable
results to support our measurement findings.

5

loan services. Based on our dataset, 8 banks were found maliciously
disguised, including Bank of China and China Construction Bank.
One example is given in Table 3, in which the attackers disguised
as the Bank of China (BOC) claiming the victim met repayment
troubles while leaving a personal mobile phone (instead of the official BOC hotline) as follow-up contacts. Besides, we also observed
6 loan apps sending spearphishing messages, claiming the loan was
overdue thereby scaring the victim into clicking on the malicious
shorten-URL (usually pointing to a phishing website) embedded in
the messages.
Compared with previous studies of common spam [48, 49, 73],
we observe that two new businesses are particularly active in
spearphishing SMS ecosystem, Fortune-telling (27.11% of all) and
Lawsuit Scam (14.43% of all). Fortune-telling is a novel scam that has
never been discussed previously. Attackers usually claim that they
can accurately predict the fate of victims, and provide the details
through the embedded links. While as the example of this category
shown in Table 3, the links usually indeed pointing to phishing
websites. Lawsuit Scams are where the attackers claim that they
would prosecute the victims for violating some legal provision, to
threaten the victims into contacting them with left contacts, as the
example shown in Table 3. Although the fraudulent techniques of
the above two businesses are different, with Fortune-telling relying
on luring the victims and Lawsuit threatening them, in both scenarios, the inclusion of victim’s personal information is always the
crucial step to make the scams more deceptive.
Sending Characteristics of Attackers. As mentioned in Section 3, the logs we obtained contain the time and geo-location
information of the victim receiving the SMS. Thus, we could study
the attackers’ message sending behavior by examining the spatiotemporal distributions.
Based on the distribution of receiving time, we find the “working
patterns” of attackers differ across spearphishing categories. For
example, Financial Scam attackers tend to send messages intensively during weekdays and working hours. The reason may be
that, Financial Scams are largely engaged in spoofing well-known
financial institutions such as banks. As these institutions usually
send messages during working time, attackers also mimic the same
working pattern to make the disguise more realistic. In contrast,
Fortune-telling Scam messages were mainly sent at night (over
87.67% were sent between 18:00 and 21:00). In this case, attackers
were essentially marketing fortune prediction services, so they tend
to operate at leisure time, leaving sufficient space for victims to
read the information and purchase services.
The geographical distribution of spearphishing victims is shown
in Figure 6, which is (not surprisingly) roughly proportional to the
regional population distribution [8]. In particular, Guangdong receives a significantly higher volume of spearphishing messages, the
vast majority of which are Gambling Phishing. This is determined
by its unique geo-location: Guangdong is adjacent to Macau, the
only region in China where gambling services are legal. Furthermore, although several less economically developed regions (e.g.,
Northwest China) received a lower absolute number of spearphishing messages due to their smaller populations. If we calculate the
ratio of spearphishing to common spam in each region, i.e., the
“spearphishing rate”, their rankings are quite high. For example,
Tibet, which has the lowest GDP in China (in 2019 [42]), ranks

MEASUREMENT

Our detection system reports 90,801 (0.285% of total) spearphishing
messages on the three-month dataset. In this section, we empirically analyze the behavior of spearphishing attackers based on the
detected messages, including their sending characteristics (business
categories, time and geographical characteristics), infrastructures
(distribution channels and out-of-band contacts), real-world impact,
and the personal information (in hash format) of victims. We also
group the detected messages into spearphishing campaigns, and
discussed their active properties and attacking strategies.

5.1

Characteristics

In this section, we will examine the spearphishing attacks from
a macro perspective, including its business categories, sending
behaviors and infrastructures (sending channels and follow-up
contacts) that attackers utilize.

Figure 5: Comparison of the category distributions.
Spearphishing Categories. As shown in Figure 5, the proportion
of active categories in spearphishing differs from common spam
significantly. For common spam, Gambling Phishing, an illegal service which has developed into a mature underground industry in
China [67], accounts for the majority(48.90%), followed by Promotional Spam(14.64%). However, Financial Scam (40.86%) is the most
active business of spearphishing, in which the attackers deceive
users by posing as reputable banks or financial companies and offer
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Table 3: Representative spearphishing messages of each Category.
Category

Example of message content

Financial Scam
Lawsuit Scam
Social Scam
Employment Scam
Insurance Scam
Fortune-telling Scam
Gambling Phishing
Promotional Spam
Other

Dear Mr/Mrs. NAME, your BOC credit card has been suspended due to an overdue payment. Please contact 86137****765.
[CMB] NAME, your credit card has been deemed to be seriously overdue. We will formally prosecute you after 24 hours! Please contact: 86239****7834
NAME, how are you recently? I changed WeChat. Please add my new WECHAT 266****491.
NAME, hello! Your resume in 5*.com investment has been accepted. Please contact the QQ: 33****471.
[China Life Insurance] Dear NAME, our company has issued a commercial insurance policy for your car, PLATE. Visit http://***.cc/bX8Vg for details
[Lingji Culture] NAME. Full analysis of fortune in next ten years is coming! See the future and prevent bad luck: https://s.k****a.cn/dbgc8
Hi, NAME. Yabo Sports join hands with Wuhan, register on f**8.cn and you can get recharge and get masks, come on, Wu Han!
[Tantan application] NAME, someone loves you, do you want to accept? It is only 3 Km away from you! Click tan****pp.com.
Mr. NAME, do you want to purchase brand products at a discount? Please contact QQ: 324 *** 558.

only 31/34 in the absolute number of spearphishing SMS received,
but has the highest "spearphishing rate" (0.41%). This suggests that
attackers would tend to target victims in less-developed areas, possibly because people in these areas are relatively less educated, thus
making it easier for scams to succeed.

Figure 7: Percentage of contacts used by category.
Out-of-band contacts. We also examined the contacts left in messages as the follow-up communication methods between spearphishing attackers and victims. As shown in Table 2, URLs are the most
common ways, typically used to promote websites or distribute
malicious APKs. Attackers also leave phone numbers (Cellphone,
Hotline, Phone), or provide social accounts (QQ, WeChat) for followup communication. Moreover, the nature of different spearphishing
businesses can affect the attacker’s propensity of contacts selection,
as shown in Figure 7. Employment Scam relies extensively on social platforms to post recruitment tasks (see Example in Table 3),
thus they prefer to use QQ as the contacts, accounting for 94.93%.
WeChat is one of the most popular social platforms in China, and Social Scam often deceives victims to add WeChat (87.92%) to perform
subsequent scam activities. In addition, since Lawsuit attackers
usually require human interactions to complete the scam, they are
more likely to take telephones (72.64%) as follow-up contacts.

Figure 6: Spearphishing victims distribution.

5.2

Infrastructure

Distribution channels. We first focus on the channels through
which the attackers distribute spearphishing messages by examining the sender numbers. To better characterize the sender numbers,
we crawled a list of popular hotlines [12], area codes [19] and ISP
numbers [60] as the reference. Based on our dataset, a total of
26,129 sending numbers are observed, of which 13.97% came from
outside of China (possibly to reduce legal risks). Further inspection
of these overseas senders reveals that, the vast majority of them
were engaged in Gambling Phishing (72.78%) and mainly located
in the Philippines (44.06%). The remaining senders inside China
consist of three main sources: 106 SMS platforms (43.65%), cellphones (41.78%) and hotlines (0.61%). The 106 SMS platform is a
special case in China, which refers to the SMS gateway provided
by Chinese Internet Service Providers such as China Mobile [39]
and China Telecom [54], and enables bulk SMS sending functions
at low prices [37]. Messages sent from this platform would display
with a virtual sender number starting with “106”. Unfortunately, its
low-cost and easy-to-use nature has also attracted the attention of
underground industries. As reported in [45], in 2018, up to 92% of
the spam bulk messages were distributed from 106 platforms. Our
study further confirms that, the 106 SMS platform has also become
the “workhorse” of spearphishing SMS attacks. Besides, we find
that different spearphishing categories tend to use different sending
facilities. For example, over half of Gambling Phishing messages
come from foreign senders, while almost 80% of Financial Scams
utilize the 106 SMS platform.

5.3

Campaign Analysis

In order to gain deeper insights into SMS spear spamming activities, we further explore characteristics from a higher perspective,
i.e., by grouping the detected spearphishing messages into spam
campaigns. Specifically, we treat the messages embedded with the
same contact or from the same content template, while with
the Levenshtein Distance [71] less than 5, as being sent by the same
campaign. The threshold of Levenshtein Distance is an empirical
value referred to previous work [73]. And we conducted manual
inspections to confirm it could work effectively on our dataset as
well. A total of 11,475 campaigns were reported in this way. Active properties and several interesting strategies of campaigns are
described as follows.
First, the scale of spearphishing campaigns exhibits a long-tail
distribution, with the top 100 campaigns accounting for 48.78% of all
spearphishing messages, and the top 1,000 campaigns accounting
for 73.19%. The largest campaign with 14,561 messages (16.04% of
all) is engaged in Fortune-telling Scams. Further inspection revealed
that this campaign was bursty in nature, with all messages sent
intensively during a 23-day period in March 2020. It is also the
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most influential campaign, with a total of 9,667 impacted victim
devices spread across 34 provinces in China. As for the rest, 71
campaigns affected more than 50 victims, and the average number of
affected victims is 5 across all the campaigns. Further investigation
into the relationship between campaigns and the affected victims
revealed that, leaked personal information could be obtained by
multiple criminal groups, exposing the victims to a variety of scam
threats. Concretely, we found 3,155 devices (7.44% of all) received
spearphishing messages from two or more campaigns, with the
most unfortunate one affected by up to 18 campaigns involving
businesses of Gambling Phishing, Social Scam and Promotional
Scam.
We then investigate how different spearphishing categories are
distributed among campaigns and find that, the business of Financial Scam, Insurance Scam and Fortune-telling Scam all exhibit
oligopolistic characters, i.e., a few campaigns hold the majority
of the market share (i.e., the volume of spearphishing messages).
Specifically, the largest campaigns of Fortune-telling Scam and
Insurance Scam both hold more than 50% of their messages. For
Financial Scam, over 50% of the messages were split between campaigns of the top 6. Furthermore, although 97.04% of campaigns
are engaged in only one type of spear scam, the few remaining
ones that undertake multiple categories present interesting business models of spearphishing. Figure 8 shows that 11 of the top
one hundred campaigns engaged in more than one category. For
example, we found campaigns operating Financial Scam tend to
also conduct Lawsuit Scam (accounting for 2.96% of campaigns
engaging in multiple businesses). Further inspection of the message content reveals that the Lawsuit messages actually appear as
follow-up tricks of Financial scams. We term this fraudulent model
as Semantic Progressiveness and would describe it in detail later.
We also measure the lifetime of a campaign by the number
of days to send spearphishing messages in this work. The average lifetime was 3 days for all campaigns and 31 days for the top
100. Interestingly, the lifespan also varies among different types of
spearphishing businesses. Lawsuit Scam and Gambling Phishing
campaigns have the longest average lifespan, at 7 days and 6 days
respectively. In contrast, Financial Scam campaigns survived the
shortest, with an average lifetime of 2 days. From the perspective
of evasion, the above phenomenon could be reasonable: Contacts
left in Financial Scam messages may be directly involved in monetary transaction operations with victims, resulting in them being at
high-risk and subject to more frequent replacement. Therefore, as
we distinguish campaigns by embedded contacts, these campaigns
would present shorter lifetime.
Furthermore, our exploration reveals several interesting strategies of spearphishing attacks. To evade detection, they perform
test-sending on controlled devices and use multi-semantic text to
hide their true purpose. To attract victims, they construct phishing
content with global trending affairs and devise a chain of scams to
deceive victims. These strategies are described in detail as follows.
Strategy of spearphishing: test-sending. We observed an interesting phenomenon, that one device (with a unique IMSI-IMEI)
continuously received 219 Lawsuit Scam spearphishing spam messages from the same campaign (see one example of Lawsuit Scam
in Table 3). The messages were templated, with only the Names
in the text changing (211 unique Names observed). Besides this

Figure 8: Category distribution of the Top 100 campaigns.
“abnormal” victim, the company also sent spearphishing messages
to several other “normal” victims (each received only one message) using similarly templated content. After discussions with
telecom-fraud experts, we speculate that this is an interesting strategy, test-sending operation, of spearphishing attackers. As both the
Internet Service Provider (ISP) and the client-side application may
implement fraud blocking features, spearphishing messages sent by
attackers may not reach the user’s inbox at all. Therefore, attackers
would check the “passing rate” by sending test messages to a device
under their control (as the “abnormal victim” we observed) and
then select the “passable messages” to spoof “normal victims” on a
large-scale, which is denoted as the test-sending strategy.
To understand the prevalence of this strategy in spearphishing ecosystem, we systematically detect it across the entire dataset.
Campaigns with the following two characteristics would be screened
out: 1) At least one victim received multiple templated spearphishing messages with different names as a testing device. 2) In addition
to the testing device, messages from similar templates were also sent
to multiple normal victims (each received messages with a unique
name). In this way, 4 campaigns employing the “test-sending” strategy are identified, which totally sent 539 test messages and 9,062
formal spearphishing messages during the 3-month data-collection
period and affected 2,275 victims.
The above findings could provide new insights for defense, i.e., in
addition to detecting spearphishing messages based on text content
in real-time, we could also consider identifying test-sending operations of attackers (feasible for ISPs as they own the sender-receiver
relationship logs), which could be helpful to block spearphishing
attacks early in the test-sending phase.
Strategy of spearphishing: progressive deception. In addition
to the devices for test-sending mentioned above, we also find that
12,752 (52.11%) victims received multiple spearphishing messages
from one single campaign, with 192 of whom exhibiting another
interesting phenomenon: the received messages were from multiple
spearphishing categories with the content showing a semantic progression. For example, 122 victims first received pieces of Financial
Scam messages, in which they were recommended to subscribe
to loan service. Sometime later, we observed that all these victims
received Lawsuit Scam messages from the same campaign, claiming
the loan had expired and tricking them to contact with the attackers, or they would be prosecuted for the debt. We speculate these
victims may have indeed used the loan services in the first round of
the scam, and they may have continued to be trapped in the second
round for the fear of prosecution. We term this phenomenon as
progressive deception, in which the attackers do not simply commit
9

were endangered by spearphishing spam SMS from Dec. 2019 to
Mar. 2020, covering all the provinces in China.
“Looks Safe” Rate. As mentioned in Section 3, users could recover
the detected messages to Normal Inbox, when those messages are
actually useful to them. Our industrial partner provided tags for
these messages that have been recovered as “looks safe”. We found
the “looks safe” rate of spearphishing is 0.04%, which is four times
over common spam ones (0.01%). It indicates that the messages
embedded with the user’s personal information can attract more attention, which also means the success rate of spearphishing attacks
is higher than common spam to trap users.
Follow-up Domain Visits. As shown in Table 2, more than 60%
detected messages embed URL/Domain. The visits of these domains
during the data collection period could help to value the actual impact of spearphishing attacks. Here we utilize the Passive DNS
database of 360 Netlab[5], which has better coverage in China than
other PDNS data sources as DNSDB[18]. From the 1,473 domains
in spearphishing SMS we detected, 80% of them received more than
100 queries and 11% had been visited more than 5,000 times during
the data collection period. Factoring the impact of spearphishing,
we found 87.62% of requests occurred after the spearphishing messages were sent. Moreover, 1,392 (94.50%) domains are marked as
malicious by at least one threat intelligence [1, 57], of which 105
are phishing-related. In particular, one phishing domain appeared
in 432 messages embedding victims’ License Plate Numbers. In this
case, the attackers disguised as vehicle authorities to lure victims
into clicking on the phishing domain, which actually redirected to a
gambling scam website. PDNS logs revealed that, this scam website
received 5,136 requests after spearphishing messages were sent,
with an increase of 37.2% in average daily requests. More seriously,
we find that 28 domains are malware-related, and the spearphishing
messages increased their daily request volume by an average of
27.03%. Despite the inherent limitations of PDNS data, we believe
the above findings are sufficient to confirm spearphishing SMS
attacks have made a considerable impact in practice.
To sum up, we observed 24k victims of spearphishing SMS attacks in 3 months, covering every province inside China. Spearphishing messages are more likely to be recognized as “normal messages”
from the user’s perspective. Therefore, we suggest that spearphishing attacks in SMS do cause serious harm in the real world.

Figure 9: Example of Multi-semantic Evasion: the attacker
hides a Gambling Phishing message (in red) in the text with
financial semantics.
the spearphishing multiple times, but craft a chain of scams to perpetuate the attack in a long-term and systematic manner. Although
it is more costly than one-time scams, i.e., the strategy requires
continuous tracking the individual status of victims (over 40% of
the victims were tracked for more than 10 days, with the longest
being 85 days from our data), this carefully constructed scam is also
more deceptive to the victims and would be taken by the attackers
for the potentially high profits.
Strategy of spearphishing: multi-semantic evasion. During
manual inspections of Financial Scam messages, we find several
“hidden false positives”, one example of which is shown in Figure 9.
In fact, it was used to advertise gambling, with the coded domain
pointing to a Gambling Phishing website. However, as the gamblingrelated text only appears as a comment of a bank transfer, it was
able to be hidden in the semantics of normal financial services and
is indeed identified “incorrectly” by our multi-classifier as Financial
Scam (rather than a Gamling Phishing). We consider it to be a new
scam strategy, which we termed as multi-semantic evasion, where
the attacker embeds text with suspicious semantics into a relatively
normal SMS to hide its true purpose.
We also tried to detect this behavior across the entire dataset. In
order to find messages with multiple semantics, we split a message
at the middle into two parts, and then identify their semantic categories separately. One message could be marked as suspicious if
the categories of its two parts did not match, and then a manual
check would be processed to ensure the mix of semantics is for
evasion. In the end, we identified 1,197 spear spam messages of
multi-semantic evasion from 416 campaigns, covering 839 victims,
and 706 of them have successfully hidden their true purposes in
the content identification of our multi-classifier.
Strategy of Spearphishing: global affair integration. It is worth
noting that, a highly influential public event, the COVID-19 virus,
emerged just during our data collection period (Dec. 2019 to Mar.
2020). As public reports have identified cyber-crimes associated
with COVID-19 [63], in the field of spearphishing SMS, we also
discovered 276 COVID-19 related cases. Attackers exploited global
concerns and fears about the virus to lure users. For example, they
threaten victims that their invested funds would be withheld due to
the effects of the virus and provide a cellphone for victims to contact
further. In another case, attackers used the masks, a scarce medical
item at that time, as bait to entice users to sign up for gambling
websites with an example of Gambling Phishing in Table 3.

5.4

5.5

Personal Info in Spearphishing SMS

In this section, we discuss the leaked personal information leveraged in spearphishing SMS, including how attackers use them to
build customized scam content and the possible sources of leakage.
Through manual inspections, we find Names are usually placed
at the beginning of the SMS with a salutation or greeting to attract
the victims’ attention. While after getting the Flight Info (883 messages), attackers would pose as staff members of airlines, claiming
the flight has been canceled or delayed, and leave one private cellphone in the message for subsequent scams. In this study, we find
several major Chinese airlines, including China Eastern Airlines,
Shanghai Airlines and Air China, have been affected. License Plates
(571 messages) are commonly used to impersonate car insurance
companies, asking victims to check their insurance status via embedded URLs that actually pointed to gambling phishing websites

Real-world Impact of SMS Spearphishing

In this section, we evaluate the impact of spearphishing SMS attacks
from the following three perspectives.
Victim Coverage. The detected spearphishing spam messages
were related with 24,472 IMSI (unique identifier of SIM Card) and
24,346 IMEI (unique identifier of Mobile Equipment) (both have
been anonymized by hashes). In other words, around 24k victims
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or distributed malicious APKs. Besides, IDs (17 messages) are also
exploited for financial fraud.
How exactly the victims’ information gets leaked is a matter
of great concern. In the field of telecom scams, previous work [6]
has identified social networks, malware, and public forums as the
possible sources of information leakage. In this work, it is difficult
to track and precisely locate the source of detected PIIs on a large
scale (especially when researchers do not have direct access to the
actual content of leaked information). However, we did find some
possible sources through manual case studies.
First, we find 10,598 Employment messages, of which 9,027 were
impersonation popular online job websites in China [56]. In these
messages, attackers falsely claimed that the victim’s job request
was approved and lured the victim into further scams through
follow-up contacts. A 2019 report announced that third parties may
collect PIIs [23] by capturing resumes uploaded by job seekers on
such websites. We also perform manual checks on the recruitment
website, and find that it was indeed possible to access the personal
information of job applicants through their CVs.
Second, we find 274 Insurance Scam messages impersonating
China Post, where the attackers claim that a certain insurance product purchased by victims has expired and lure the victims to renew
the policy by clicking on one embedded link that actually redirects
to a Gambling Phishing website. Interestingly, all the victims of this
case were concentrated in the provinces of Guangdong (41.97%)
and Guangxi (30.66%), and the spoofed product was also served
for users in that regions. Therefore, we speculate that the personal
information of victims in this incident may have originated from
internal leaks within several local organizations.
Limitation of Verification. As described in Section 3.2, all detected personal information of victims has been hashed, with only
the type and corresponding hash value given to researchers. It maximizes the protection of the user privacy, while also makes it hard
to perform corresponding validations of PIIs. In other words, we are
unable to validate whether the name embedded in spearphishing
messages matches with the real name of the victim, not to mention
further tracing the leakage source of PIIs. It is considered as one
major limitation of evaluation in this work. However, even in the
relatively mature research area of spearphishing emails, few existing works could validate whether the information in fraudulent
email content exactly matches the actual personal information of
the victim [25, 26, 55]. Besides, the authentication of Name could
only affect the success rate of attacks, without changing the fact that
the messages we detected are customized, fraudulent, and sent to
specific victims, i.e., compliant with the definition of spearphishing.
Moreover, we focus on detecting the occurrence of spearphishing
SMS attacks and understanding the behind strategies, rather than
studying their effectiveness (success rate). The validation of the
accuracy of victim’s PIIs could be explored in the future through
the proactive deployment of honeypots as previous work [6].
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social software, increasing the risk of relevant information being
leaked to attackers. Second, while SMS is not richly formatted, limiting the extent to which attackers could customize the phishing
content, it also raises difficulties to detection. Previous detection of
spearphishing on other channels based on rich field information,
such as headers and forward relationships, could not be directly
applied to SMS. Thus, we proposed a novel detecting system in this
work. Our results corroborate similarities between spearphishing
SMS and attacks via other channels, e.g., both require the persistent
interaction with potential victims [25], and also discover unique
features of spearphishing SMS such as “test-sending” and “multisemantic” strategies.
Comparison with SMS Spam. Previous works on spam have explored this ecosystem primarily in terms of different distribution
channels, such as spam from SMS Gateways [48, 49] and spam from
Fake Base Stations [73]. However, even if from the same channel, the
practical security risks of different SMS content are quite varied. For
example, while ordinary promotional SMS can be at best “annoying”
users, phishing messages, especially the high-risk spearphishing
messages, would expose users to serious information leakage or
property damage. This work investigates the spearphishing attack,
which probably is the most “high-risk” part of the entire spam SMS
ecosystem. We believe our findings would provide assistance in
addressing the core issues in the field of SMS spamming.
Recommendation. Bootstrapping from our measurement findings, we provide several recommendations to mitigate this security threat. First, our proposed spearphishing detection system
would enable mobile security applications to improve their detection capabilities. They could also provide eye-catching risk alerts of
spearphishing SMS by revising the UI design of notification. Second,
as SMS gateways are being abused as the major channel for sending spear messages, ISPs could consider cooperating with security
vendors to enhance the audits of content submitted to their SMS
platforms. Furthermore, the evasion strategies of spearphishing observed in this study can provide new insights for ISPs for detection,
such as monitoring and identifying test-sending patterns and blocking large-scale spear attacks at the initial phase. Besides, although
we only analyzed data collected within China, our methods, such as
the use of sentence structure to detect spear spam, are also worth
replicating in spear detection in other regions.
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RELATED WORK

Spearphishing Attack. Previous works mainly focused on the detection of spearphishing attacks, especially for spearphishing emails.
Attackers usually utilize account spoofing for spearphishing, which
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accounts [25, 55]. Proposed detection methods of spearphishing
emails rely on features of embedded URLs [9, 20], content of webpages [64, 65, 72], and linguistic features of the email headers and
body content [2, 11, 17, 26, 35, 69]. In recent years, telecommunications have also been abused as the main channels for scams [38],
with the emerging attacking techniques like caller ID spoofing [59].

DISCUSSION

Comparison with Spearphishing via other channels. As one
of the social engineering attacks where the attackers pretend as
trusted senders and send customized phishing content, spearphishing via SMS has unique characteristics compared with other channels. First, cellphones are more commonly used than emails and
11

Our work gives the first large-scale detection and characterization
of spearphishing attacks via SMS channel.
Spam SMS. Previous works have explored spam SMS sent through
a variety channels, including fake base stations [33, 47, 73] or SMS
Gateways [48, 49]. Existing approaches for detecting spam SMS
are mainly include template-based clustering [4, 13, 22], topic analysis [36] and clustering based on the sending behaviors of suspicious accounts [32]. However, there are no works that discussed
the emerging new threat, SMS spearphishing attack, which utilizes
victims’ personal information to construct deceptive content.
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CONCLUSION

In this work, we first explored a new threat, SMS spearphishing
attack, through the three-month real-world dataset (31.97 million)
in China. We designed and implemented a novel detection system
based on the three key observations obtained from an empirical
study, and detected a total of 90,801 SMS spearphishing messages
on the whole dataset with 96.16% precision. Measurement of those
detected messages revealed multi-faceted characteristics of SMS
spearphishing attacks, like business categories, temporal characteristics and spatial characteristics, and the infrastructures of attackers.
Besides, by grouping the messages into 11,475 campaigns, we firstly
found several interesting strategies of attackers and provided a
comparative analysis with other types of spam. Our findings would
assist the security community in understanding and mitigating SMS
spearphishing attacks.
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A

EXAMPLE OF REGULAR EXPRESSION

Table 4: The example of regular expression of each PIIs.
Pattern Description
2 letters of Airline Codes
and 4 digits or letters.
1 Chinese character, 1 letter
License Plate
and 5 digits or letters.
Version 1: 6-digit address code,
6-digit date of birth code and
3-digit sequential code
(totally 15 digits).
ID Card
Version 2: 6-digit address code,
8-digit date of birth code,
3-digit sequential code and
1 check digit or letter
(totally 18 digits).
Bank Card
16-20 digits

B

Type

Regular Expression

Flight

[a-zA-Z]{2}[0-9]{3}[a-zA-Z0-9]
[Provice_code_list]{1}[A-Z]
{1}[A-HJ-NP-Z0-9]{5}
[0-9]{6}[0-9]{6}[0-9]{3}

[0-9]{6}[0-9]{8}[0-9]{3}[0-9XY]{1}
[0-9]{19}

CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE
Table 5: The performance of each classification model
Word2Vec
pr
rc
f1
LR
93.46% 93.47% 93.42%
DT
86.39% 86.40% 86.26%
Bernoulli NB 75.76% 75.77% 75.63%
Gauss NB
74.95% 74.95% 75.47%
SVM
61.54% 61.53% 61.33%
Classifier

1
2

13

pr
93.17%
93.16%
92.98%
90.96%
61.68%

TF-IDF
rc
f1
93.18% 93.04%
93.15% 93.04%
92.99% 92.96%
90.99% 91.01%
61.68% 60.70%

Classifier: LR: Logistic Regression, DT: Decision Tree, Bernoulli NB:
Naive Bayes, Gauss NB: Naive Bayes, SVM: Support Vector Machine.
Evaluation indicators: pr: precision, rc: recall, f1: f1 score.

